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Abstract
Software product family variability facilitates the
constructive and pro-active reuse of assets during the
development of software applications. The variability is
typically represented by variation points, the variants
and their interdependencies. Those variation points and
their variants have to be considered when defining the
requirements for the applications of the software
product family. To facilitate the communication of the
variability to the customer, an extension to UML-use
case diagrams has been proposed in [9].
In this paper we identify common dependency types
used within the feature modelling community to express
interdependencies between variation points and
variants. We than propose a differentiation of those
interdependencies to be used to reduce complexity and
to facilitate selective retrieval of interdependencies
between variation points and the variants. Finally, we
extend the notations proposed in [9] for representing
interdependencies between variation points and
variants in use case diagrams and use a simple
example to illustrate those extensions.
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Introduction

Software product families facilitate pro-active and
constructive reuse of software product assets and
thereby reduce the development costs of customer
applications. The development of product families is
characterized by two processes (cf. Figure 1). During
domain engineering the common assets are realized and
the variability of the product family is defined. During
application engineering the product family variability is
exploited to define and implement different products by
reusing the shared assets defined during domain
engineering [21].
Obviously, making the costumer aware of the
product family capabilities and variability is a key
factor for the successful reuse of the product family
assets. The communication of the product family
variability to the customer is thus essential.

Communicating the capability and the variability to the
customer is the main difference between requirements
engineering for single software products and
requirements engineering during domain engineering.
Application Engineering

Requirements,
Architecture, TestCases…

Feedback

Domain Engineering

Figure 1: Domain and Application Engineering in Product
Family Development

Most research contribution on product family
variability focus on the architectural level [1], [2], [20].
For example, they deal with aspects like the realization
of variability on a technical level and technical binding
of the variation points. From the customer perspective
those aspects of variability are not so important. In
contrast, the customer is interested on the essential
aspects of the variability, i.e. the customer is interested
how the variability contributes to his needs. The
customer is thus, e.g. interested in the functional and
quality aspects of variability, e.g. which different
payment methods are available for an internet-based
booking system. As argued in [9] one should thus
distinguish between essential and technical variability.
Essential variability comprehends all types of
variability from the customer viewpoint. This includes
of cause all functional aspects. For example, the
provider of an navigation systems provides two variants
for determining the address of the next destination, e.g.
via a menu or via voice input. The customer would of
course be interested in having the choice between the
different “input” methods, whereas the engineer is more
interested in implementation aspects, e.g. how the voice
input is technically integrated in the navigation
systems.
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Obviously, when defining the requirements for a
customer specific application during application
engineering, at least the essential variability aspects
have to be communicated to the customer. In other
words, the variation points and variants have to be
considered when defining the requirements for the
applications of the software product family. To facilitate
the communication of the essential variability aspects to
the customer we proposed an extension to UML-use
case diagrams (cf. [9]).
Adding to complexity, besides the variants and the
variation points also the interdependencies existing
between variants and variation points have to be
considered. For example, a variant can exclude another
one, e.g. when you are buying a roof-less car, you can
not choose a sun-roof. Or, a variant might require the
choice of another variant, e.g. if you choose an engine
with high power, you have to take bigger wheels.
Obviously, only if the customer is aware of those
interdependencies he is able to recognize the
consequences of his selection. Since there exist a large
number of such interdependencies within a product
family dealing with the complexity of those
interrelations is a big challenge.
In this paper we propose a classification of those
interdependencies and means to deal with their
complexity. In section 2 we briefly describe the
extensions to use case diagrams required for
representing variation points and variants.
In section 3 we give an overview on the state of the
art of considering interdependencies of product family
variability at the requirements level.
To be able to deal with the complexity of those
interdependencies we suggest to consider the origin of
the dependencies and to clearly indicate derived
interdependencies in section 4.
In section 5 we outline how those interdependencies
can be visualized in UML Use Case Diagrams and
sketch potential tool support.
In section 6 we summarize the main contribution of
this paper and provide an outlook on future work.
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Representing Product Family
Variability in Use Case Diagrams

To facilitate the communication of variation points
and their variants to the user, both the variation points
and the variations have to be explicitly represented. In
[9] we suggested to apply Use Cases for communicating
the variability of the product family to the customer and
showed why standard UML notation are not suitable for
this purpose. We thus proposed an extensions to Use
Case Diagrams which enables the explicit

representation of variation points and their variants (see
[9] for details). In the following we briefly introduce
these extensions.
Paying
train
ticket
<<include>>
Payment
method
1..1

<<variant>>
Payment by
credit card

0..2

<<variant>>
Payment by
check

<<variant>>
Payment by
cash

Figure 2: Explicit Representation of Variation Points in Use
Case Diagrams

•

Variation point: For making a variation point
visible in use case diagrams we represent a variation
point as a triangle. The variation point is itself
included by another use case (cf. Figure 2)
• Variant: To make variant use cases explicit we use
the stereotype <<variant>> (cf. Figure 2, e.g. the
variant payment by credit card)
• Cardinality of the relationship between variation
point and variant: Regarding the relationship
between variants and variation points one have to
consider, that a variant can be mandatory for a
variation point A and optional for a variation point B.
To express these kinds of relationships we represent
the relationship between variants and variation points
by a dashed line and a circle on the variation point
side. Moreover, we define a cardinality for the
relationship to express if a variant is mandatory or
optional regarding the specific variation point. More
general the cardinality expresses, how much of the
related variants must and how much of the related
variants could be selected. In Figure 2 for example
the variant payment by credit card is mandatory,
which is represented by the cardinality 1..1.
• Mandatory and optional variation points: To
make clear if one of the related variants according to
a specific variation point have to be chosen we
distinguish between mandatory and optional variation
points. A variation point is mandatory, if minimum
one of the related variants have to be selected.
Mandatory variation points are represented by a black
filled triangle (like the one in Figure 2) whereas
optional variation points are represented by a lightgray triangle.
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With the defined extensions variation points and
variants are explicit visible in the use case diagram.
Furthermore the cardinality of the relationship between
variant and variation point is documented. It is now
explicit, whether a variation point is mandatory or not
and one is able to recognize how much variants from a
set of variants have to be selected.
The new notations do not involve the possibility to
represent dependencies, e.g. between variants related to
another variation point. Furthermore up to now it is not
possible to express dependencies between variation
points and to represent the type of dependencies. These
issues will be our focus in the next sections.
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Dependencies in Feature Modeling

The need to consider the interdependencies between
different variation points at the requirements level has
been identified already by the feature modeling
community. In this section, we provide an overview on
the state of the art of representing dependencies
between features. In Table 1 we first give an overview
of dependency-types used in feature modeling
approaches.

Dependency Type

Description

Used in

composed of

The composed of dependency is used when a parent feature is consisting of a set
of child features (e.g. mobile is composed of voice-transfer, data-transfer, shot
messages, etc.).
The implemented by dependency is used to describe that one feature is needed to
implement another feature (e.g. UMTS needs specific transfer protocols).
The generalization / specialization dependency is used to generalize or specialize
features (e.g. data transfer can be specialized as wap, UMTS, fax, etc.).
The refinement link is used to structure features in the same way as the
composed of dependency

FORM
FOPLE

implemented by
generalization
refinement

requires

The requires dependency is used to describe if one feature needs another (e.g.
satellite-navigation requires GSP-signal)

(mutual) exclusive

The exclusive (or exclude) dependency is used when one feature conflicts with
another (e.g. the textual cellular display excludes mobile photography)

hints

The hint dependency is a strategic dependency, and is used to express that the
choice of another feature increases the system usage (e.g. mp3 player for mobile)
The mathematical dependency describes the relative impact form one feature to
another.

mathematical

FORM
FOPLE
FORM
FOPLE
FODA
FeatuRESB
Riebisch
FODA
FeatuRESB
Riebisch
FODA
FeatuRSEB
Riebisch
Riebisch
Riebisch

Table 1: Dependency-Types used in Feature Modeling

FODA [14] was one of the first feature-oriented
approaches. For the representation of dependencies
FODA uses refinement-links to partition commonalities
and variable aspects among features and semantically
describes constraints for requires and mutual exclusive
dependencies. FOPLE [16] makes use of composition,
generalization, and implementation links to structure
variable aspects among features. The FORM – Method
[15] supports the same kind of links as the FOPLE
approach. The FeatuRSEB approach [8] is a
combination of FODA and Jacobsons RSEB [12], and
therefore uses the same dependencies as in FODA to
describe variability. Riebisch et al. [19] use refine links
to express variability aspects and further differentiates
between hard constraints, as requires and mutual

exclusive, and soft constraints as hints and
mathematical relations to describe dependencies
between features.
The various dependency types proposed in the
feature modeling literature can be characterized by two
main categories:
• Realization-dependencies: This category subsumes
all dependencies which deal with realization aspects
of a feature. For example, such dependency types are
used to define the restriction in the choice of the
variants associated to one variation point. E.g. the
representation of a navigation-system can be by voice,
graphics, and or text whereas the representation is
either colored or black and white. This dependencies
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show in which different ways an aspect can be
realized.
• Constraint-dependencies: This category subsumes
all other feature interdependencies. For example, one
feature can exclude another, or one feature requires
another feature like the choice of colored-graphical
representation within a navigation-system requires a
color display and geographical information to fulfill
this demand.

4 Considering the “Why” of Product
Family Variability Interdependencies
A prerequisite to find a suitable representation for
product family variability dependencies is to know why
these dependencies exist.
In this section we elaborate on different reasons
(sources) which cause a dependency concerning the
product family variability. Based on dependency types
used in feature modeling (see last section) we first
define a set of dependency types to be used to represent
interdependencies between variation points and variants
(Section 4.1). In Section 4.2 we discuss the various
types of possible interdependencies between variation
points and/or variations. In Section 4.3 we elaborate on
the reasons why a certain type of dependency is
introduced. We thereby distinguish between so-called
core-dependencies and derived-dependencies. In
Section 4.4 we differentiate between several types of
derived-dependencies.

4.1 Dependency types
Based on the dependency types used in feature
modeling and our experience with modeling
dependencies concerning product family variability, we
suggest to differentiate at least between the following
four types of interdependencies:
• requires-dependency: describes that the binding of
one variant implies the need of another variant
(required variant). For example if one wants to lock
up his car via remote control this variant requires a
centralized door locking.
• exclusive-dependency: describes that the binding of
one variant excludes the selection of another variant
(excluded variant) – means that only one of those
variants can be selected. As mentioned earlier the
choice to get a cabriole for example excludes the
variant “sunroof”.
• hints-dependency: Analog to the approach of
Riebisch et al. [19] this dependency type comprehend
dependencies where the binding of one variant has
some positive influence on another variant. For
example a T-DSL-connection might have a positive

influence on choosing the online shopping variant (in
contrast to a modem-connection).
• hinders-dependency describes that the binding of
one variant has some negative influence on another
variant. If one chooses the mobile phone for using the
internet this might have a negative influence on
online shopping because of the little mobile phone
displays.
Note, that the requires dependencies and the hint
dependencies are uni-directional, whereas the
exclusive-dependency and the hinders dependencies are
bi-directional. For example, if a variant A requires a
variant B it doesn’t imply that the variant B requires
the variant A. In contrast, an exclusive-dependency
between variant A and variant B represents that if
variant A is chosen than variant B can not be chosen
and vice versa.
Dependency type
Direction
Requires-dependency
Uni-directional
Exclusive-dependency
Bi-directional
Hint-dependency
Uni-directional
Hinders-dependency
Bi-directional
Table 2: The Direction of Dependency Types

4.2 Dependencies between Variants and/or
Variation Points
The following three principle interrelations between
variants and/or variation point exists:
• Dependency between variant and variation point.
As described in [2] and [9] a variant is obviously be
related to one or more variation points. For example
the variant paying a ticket by credit card is a variant
of the variation point payment methods for train
tickets (in addition to the variants payment by check
and payment by cash). A variant can be related to
more than one variation points (and has thus more
than one dependencies to a variation point). The
variant paying a ticket by credit card for example
could also be a variant of the variation point payment
method for merchandising articles (of the train
company).
• Dependency between variant and variant: Consider
the variant paying by credit card. If this variant will
be selected for paying via internet one has also to
select the specific variant for encrypting the credit
card information. In this category one has to consider
two different cases: (1) the depending variants are
related to one variation point and (2) the depending
variants are related to different variation points (see
the example mentioned above).
• Dependency between variation point and variation
point: For example if a mobile phone product family
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provides the choice to use the mobile phone in
different countries (variation point countries) it also
has to provide the choice between different protocols
(variation point protocol).
The dependencies described in this Section are
orthogonal to the dependency types in Section 4.1. For
example the dependencies between a variant and a
variation point can be a require dependency or an
exclusive dependency and a require dependency can
occur in all three categories, i.e. between variation
points, between variants and between a variant and a
variation point.

UsageView

Domain View

Functional aspects
- Functionality
- Proceeding
- Behavior
- ...

Data concerning
- Subject properties
- Domaininformation
- Laws
- ...

Technical View
System aspects concerning
- physical systems
- soft systems
- ...

4.3 Core Dependencies
Each dependency is of course introduced for a
particular reason. For being able to understand the
reason why a dependency was introduced in the first
place, we suggest to add a textual attribute to each
dependency for describing the reasons.
We thereby distinguish between two types of
dependencies with respect to the product family
variability:
• core-dependencies
which
subsume
all
dependencies introduced due to the context of the
system, i.e. the system context enforces some
constraints on the system represented as coredependencies.
• Derived-dependencies
which
subsume
all
dependencies derived from the core-dependencies.
One reason why a derived-dependency exists lies in
the refinement of features and functions. But there are
others (see section 4.3).
For the core-dependencies we further suggest to
classify the influence the context of the systems has on
the dependencies existing between features (variation
points, variants) according to three main views (see
Figure 3; cf. [11], [18] for a detail description of those
views/worlds):
- Usage view: from the usage point of view the
system under consideration has to support needs
respectively solve problems of the users
(whereby a user can be the end-user, the
provider or administrator of the system). Thus
the usage view deals with all functional
demands to the system – in other words it deals
with the whole functionality the system should
provide to any user.

Figure 3: Contextual Views of a System

-

Domain view: from the domain point of view the
system under consideration needs to map the
corresponding real world domain to a system.
That means all necessary information of a
specific scope (domain) has to be represented in
a system. This data is driven by relevant subject
properties (e.g. name, address, etc of a vendee),
domain specific standards (e.g. financial
standing) or driven by laws (e.g. full name and
address of vendor).
- System/technical view: from the technical point
of view the system under consideration depends
on physical systems, means given and requested
hardware (e.g. architecture, communication
interfaces) and soft systems means given and
requested software (e.g. computer- and userinterfaces). The term physical systems enfolds
all environmental systems the product has to
deal with (e.g. signal of GPS-Satellite), as well
as physical restrictions (e.g. size of display,
number of buttons, etc.).
Those views are obviously interrelated, e.g. facts
about the domain are represented by systems to support
the end-user with needed functionality.
Table 3 summarizes the three different contextual
sources for a dependency: the domain view focuses on
the data (information), the usage view focuses on
functional aspects of the system, and the technical view
focuses
on
computer
systems,
networks,
telecommunication systems, etc. the system run on or
interacts with.
Source
Usage
View

Category
Dependency
regarding
the

Example
the payment method via
credit card and internet
depends on the security
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functionality
of a system
Dependency
regarding
the data of
the system

functionality of the web
application
Domain
the choice to represent a
View
signature may be depend
on the representation of
additional authentication
information
Technical Dependency a chosen graphical user
View
regarding
interface (e.g. mobile
the IT of a phone) affects the needed
system
implementation language
(e.g. WAP).
Table 3: Dependency Categories of Core Dependencies

4.4 Derived Dependencies
Many dependencies concerning the product family
variability are not introduced due to contextual reasons,
i.e. there are many dependencies which are not coredependencies, but derived from the core dependencies
or from so-called high level features.
4.4.1

Dependencies Derived from High-LevelFeatures
A main reason for introducing variation points
and/or variants can be the existence of a so-called highlevel feature. Example for such high-level features are
“sports-edition” in the car industry or “internet-shop”
in a procurement system. For example, when buying a
car you might be able to selects the “sports-edition”. By
making this decision, you select a lot of “details”, i.e.
you bind a whole set of variation points with a
predefined set of variants defined for this high-level
feature. For example, you get a strong engine, an
aluminum interior (instruments, knops, etc.), special
tires etc.
Thus, a high level feature often predefines the
“binding” of as whole set of variation points to specific
variants. Moreover, a certain variant or even a whole
variation point might only be exist due to the high-level
feature.
We thus suggest to make the fact that a variation
point and/or a variant was introduced due to a high
level feature explicit. This can be achieved by adding an
dependency link stating the high-level feature was
responsible for the introduction of the variant or
variation point and by adding an attribute to each
dependency link between variants/variation points
introduced due to high level feature.

4.4.2 Transitive -Dependencies
Transitive dependencies are derived from other
dependencies. For example, a functionality required
from the usage perspective (usage view) might require
specific information/data which in turn requires some
it-solution. For example, the support the evaluation of
the actual stock market situation, on requires the actual
stock exchange rates which in turn require a IT-solution
providing an update of the stock exchange data every
10 seconds. Figure 4 illustrates this situation. There are
two core-dependencies (between the functionality and
the data, and between the data and the IT) and one
indirect dependency, namely between the functionality
and the IT. The later one we call (derived) transitivedependency.
To make the reasons traceable, we argue that the
derivation of transitive-dependencies should be visible
to the product family engineer and the customers. We
thus indicate the fact that a dependency was derived due
to other core-dependencies by a “transitive-dependency”
attribute which relates the derived dependency to the
core-dependencies it was derived from.
Being able to understand why a dependency was
derived (e.g. to retrieve the sources for the derivation)
one can understand why a specific dependency exists.
This is information supports the selection of the
variants during application engineering, and – even
more important – is very helpful for dealing with
evolution of the product family itself (e.g. when
adapting a specific variant for a customer or even
changing a variant for the whole product family).
Functionality

Data

direct dependency
X
Z

direct dependency

derived dependency
Y

Information Technology

Figure 4: Derived Transitive Dependencies

4.5 Classification of Dependencies: Summary
Differentiating between derived and core
dependencies empowers the user to focus on a special
type of dependencies at a time and thus decreases the
complexity of dependencies within product family
variability significantly (see section 5 for examples).
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This differentiation is thus essential for supporting the
communication of product family dependencies to
customers. In Figure 5 the necessary attributes for the
dependency-links are depicted.

<<metaclass>>
Dependency

<<stereotype>>

<<stereotype>>
Constraint

Variant
Variation Point

Variant
Variation Point
1:1

<<stereotype>>
requires

<<stereotype>>
exclusive

<<stereotype>>
derived_requires

<<stereotype>>
derived_exclusive

<<stereotype>>
hinders

<<stereotype>>
hints

type

1:1

view
0:N

transitive
0:N

Highlevel feature

Figure 5: Dependency Attributes
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Representation of Dependencies in Use
Case Diagrams

In Section 4 we described the different sources of
dependencies within product family variability. In this
section we suggest a representation of the different
dependencies to support the communication to
customers. Motivated by the positive experiences with
the representation of variability aspects by use case
diagrams (see [9]) we suggest to complete this
representation according to dependency aspects. The
intention of use case diagrams is to model the
interaction of users and/or other systems with the
system under consideration. Therefore, in the following
we concentrate on the functional aspects according to
the product family dependencies.

Figure 6: Dependency-Stereotypes

The <<requires>> type is expressed by a dotted line
with an arc to the element that is required by the other.
The <<exclusive>> type is expressed by a dotted line
with arcs on each end, that illustrate the exclusive
relation between these elements. The <<hints>> type is
expressed by a pointed line with an arc to the useful
element. The <<hinders>> type is illustrated by a
pointed line with an arc on each end, that illustrates the
hindering relation between those elements. (Figure 7)
Requires-Dependency

<<requires>>

Hints-Dependency

5.1 Representing the Four Types of
Dependencies
To express dependencies in use case diagrams, we
need to extend the notation among the mentioned
dependency-types. The UML [17] allows to extend the
language by refining consisting elements by
stereotyping. To express the dependencies we created a
<<requires>>,
<<exclusive>>,
<<hints>>,
and
<<hinders>> stereotype. To express the derived
dependencies we also specialized the requires and
exclusive dependency type to <<derived_requires>>
and <<derived_exclusive>> (see Figure 6).

<<exclusive>>

Hinders-Dependency

<<hinders>>

<<hints>>

Derived-Requires-Dependency
<<derived_requires>>

<<requires>>

Exclusive-Dependency

<<requires>>

Derived-Exclusive-Dependency
<<derived_exclusive>>

<<requires>>

<<exclusive>>

Figure 7: Dependency-Types

5.2 Representing the Dependencies According
Variant and/or Variation Points
Dependencies between Variants of the same
Variation Point
Beneath dependencies among variants of the same
variation point, that can be expressed by e.g. an
alternative realization. Other occurring dependencies,
like the selection of one variant requires another, have
to be expressed by dependency-links. For example, the
selection of the variant viewpoints <<hints>> the
selection of city maps (Figure 8).
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manage
destinations

manage
destinations

<<include>>

<<include>>

destination
types

<<requires>>

1..3

destination
types

<<hints>>
1..3
<<variant>>
city maps

<<variant>>
contacts

<<requires>>

<<hints>>
<<variant>>
contacts

<<variant>>
city maps

<<variant>>
viewpoints

<<requires>>

<<include>>

navigate to
location

<<variant>>
viewpoints

Route
selection
<<requires>>
0..2

1..1

<<requires>>
<<variant>>
by address

Figure 8: Dependencies between Variants of one Variation
Point

Beneath the represented requires- and hintsdependency, also exclusive- and hinders-dependencies
have to be represented.
Dependencies between Variants of different
Variation Points
As already mentioned before, dependencies between
variants of different variation points have also to be
handled. E.g. the selection of a specific variant “route
selection by viewpoint” causes a requires-dependency
to the variant “manage viewpoints“ of another
variation point (Figure 9).
manage
destinations

<<variant>>
by viewpoint

Figure 10: Dependencies between Variation Points

Dependencies between Variants and Variation
Points
The selection of a variant can cause dependencies to
other variation points (without a restriction to the
selected variants), means when selecting a variant
another variation point is required or even excluded,
without consideration of the variants. Figure 11
illustrates that example: the variant “manage contacts”
requires the variation point “admin categories”, without
specifying any variants of the required variation point.
<<include>>

<<include>>

manage
destinations

destination
types
1..3

destination
types

admin
adressbook

<<hints>>

1..3
<<variant>>
city maps

<<hints>>
<<variant>>
city maps

<<variant>>
by contact

<<variant>>
contacts

<<variant>>
viewpoints

<<requires>>

<<include>>

navigate to
location

<<requires>>

<<requires>>

<<variant>>
viewpoints

<<include>>

<<requires>>
Adress
catrgories

Route
selection
<<requires>>

1..3
0..2

<<variant>>
customer

1..1

<<variant>>
by address

<<variant>>
contacts

<<variant>>
by contact

<<variant>>
by viewpoint

Figure 9: Dependencies between Variants of different
Variation Points

Dependencies between Variation Point and
Variation Point
The selection of one variation point can cause
dependencies to other variation points, that for example
the selection of a movie-player requires the selection of
an audio-player. In Figure 10 we illustrate an example
where the selection of a navigation system “navigate to
location” requires the use case variation point “manage
destinations”.

<<variant>>
priv.contacts

<<exclusive>>

<<variant>>
staff

Figure 11: Dependencies between Variants and Variation
Points

5.3 Representing the Core of Dependencies
In 4.3 we introduced origins of dependencies and
differentiated among three categories: usage, domain,
and technology. The example (Figure 12) shows the
origin
of
the
requires-dependency
between
“viewpoints” and “city maps”. The depicted requiresdependency has its origin in the domain, because to
manage the viewpoints of a city, one needs city maps to
locate those viewpoints.
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manage
destinations

<<include>>

Buy item

<<include>>

Shop type

destination
types

1..3

<<hints>>
1..3
<<variant>>
Online Shop

<<hints>>
<<variant>>
city maps

<<variant>>
contacts

<<requires>>

<<variant>>
Local Store

<<variant>>
Global Shop

...

<<requires>>

<<variant>>
viewpoints

<<requires>>

...

Domain

<<variant>>
delivery
Service

<<variant>>
secure
Transaction

<<derived
_requires>>

Figure 12: Dependencies with Core Description

The origins of the dependency-links will be
illustrated as additional attribute to the link-type. By an
adequate tool-support one can generate views that
express which use case dependencies have their origin
in the domain (i.e. in data), in information technology,
or in the usability of a system. As a result of that, one
has the opportunity to discover which use cases change
when e.g. the domain, or information technology
changes.

5.4 Representing derived dependencies
5.4.1

Derived Dependencies form High Level
Selections
When selecting a high level feature the binding of a
whole set of variants or variation points can be
predefined and/or the user has to make a selection for
several variation points. For example, if the user selects
for a shop system the variant online system, he can
choose between payment and transaction methods, and
delivery different delivery services. Whereas if he
selects the local store variant, he is not able to choose
different transaction methods. The selection he can
make thus significantly depends on the choice he made
on the higher level. The examples in Figure 13 shows
that because of a high level selection (“online shop”)
new (derived) dependencies appear that have to be
considered.

Figure 13: Derived Dependencies Evoked by High Level
Selections

In the example, the both requires-dependencies are
the reason for the “new” derived dependency.
5.4.2

Transitive Dependencies

We represent the fact that a dependency is transitive
(derived from other dependencies) in 4.4.2. As depicted
in Figure 14, UC_1 requires UC_2 and UC_2 requires
UC_3 it is obvious that UC_1 indirect requires UC_3.
The representation of derived dependencies in use case
diagrams generates a huge complexity of those
diagrams illustrates the complexity on a simple but
abstract example.
<<requires>>

<<derived
_exclusive>>

UC2

UC1
<<exclusive>>
<<derived
_exclusive>>

<<derived
_exclusive>>

<<requires>>
<<exclusive>>

UC6
UC3
<<exclusive>>
<<requires>>

UC5
<<derived
_requires>>

UC4

Figure 14: Derived Transitive Dependencies

In Figure 15 one can see the overall complexity of
dependencies among use case variants and variation
points. Even if in the illustrated use case diagram only
three variation points are illustrated its quite complex.
When we think of product families one has to deal with
hundreds of variation points. To handle this complexity
assistance by tools is necessary.
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Navigation System

manage
destinations

<<include>>
admin
adressbook

destination
types

<<include>>

domain

1..3

1..3

<<hints>>
<<variant>>
city maps

<<requires>>

<<variant>>
contacts

<<variant>>
viewpoints

<<variant>>
customer

<<exclusive>>

domain

<<requires>>

<<requires>>
navigate to
location

technology

usage

<<variant>>
...

<<variant>>
priv. contacts

<<requires>>
<<derived
_requires>>

domain

Adress
catrgories

<<requires>>

<<variant>>
...

<<hinders>>
<<derived_exclusive>>

<<requires>>
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Figure 15: Overall Dependency View
is able to recognize if a dependency is based on
functional or data aspects. (5.3)
Considering the representations of the different
•
Additionally the tool must be able to visualize the
dependencies (sources and types) one has to recognize
derived
dependencies, from high level selections and
the enormous complexity of product family variability
transitive
dependencies (5.4). This implies to
dependencies. Thus for the communication of these
o
show
the dependencies (core and derived) in
dependencies to customers it is essential to reduce this
graphical
form. Here it must be possible to fade
complexity. Thus the communication to customers leads
in
and
to
fade
out the derived dependencies.
to the following two problems:
o
highlight
the
origin
of derived dependencies
• On the one hand, one has to avoid that the use case
o
represent
the
derived
dependencies in a tabular
diagrams are overloaded when representing the
form
interdependencies.
With these capabilities the tool would be able to
• On the other hand, the customer has to recognize
support the communication of product family variability
the important ones. Only if he is aware about the
dependencies. One would be able to generate the
important dependencies he is able to recognize the
specific view according to the current topic of the
consequences of his selections.
product definition. The tool thus is able to reduce
The problems can be solved by tool support and by
complexity and to make the customer aware about the
using the different categories of dependencies sketched
essential dependencies.
in Section 4. The tool should fulfill the following

5.5 Tool Support

requirements:
• In the standard mode the tool only should visualize
the four dependency types described in Section 4.1.
The tool should provide a separate view for each
dependency type, so that it is possible for example to
see all exclude-dependencies within one view. In this
standard mode no sources of core dependencies
(usage view, domain view, IT view) or derived
dependencies are shown. (5.2)
• Then the tool should be able to visualize the
different sources of dependencies so that the customer

6 Summary and Outlook
One of the main concepts of product families is to
facilitate the constructive reuse of product family core
assets during the development of customer specific
products. The main goal of reusing core assets is to
reduce costs and time of developing the products. For
reaching this goal it is essential to communicate the
product family variability and capabilities with the
customer.
In this paper we argued, that explicit representation
of product family variability and the variation point
dependencies with use case models helps the
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requirements engineer to communicate variability
aspects to the customer. For finding suitable
representations of dependencies we elaborated on
different types of dependencies, analog to the
dependencies
within
feature
modeling.
We
characterized the dependencies between variants and/or
variation points. Then we described why dependencies
occur: The origin of dependencies can be caused by
functional, data, or IT aspects. Moreover, dependencies
can be derived from other dependencies and thus they
are very difficult to recognize and to communicate.
Regarding the especial interest of customers in
functional aspects of variability and motivated by the
successful representation of functional variability in use
case diagrams we suggested a representation of
dependencies in use case diagrams. The explicit
dependency representation is a prerequisite (in addition
to variant and variation point representation) of a
successful communication of product family capabilities
to customers. In addition it supports change
management of variants because now one is able to
identify all depending variants (or variation points) of
the changed variant.
But the suggested representation of dependencies in
use case diagrams also illustrates the enormous
complexity of this area. So we suggest tool-support for
reducing complexity without loosing the essential
dependency information for the communication to
customers.
However, according to the definition and
implementation of customer specific products many
open issues have to be handled. Thus our future work
deals with
o How to represent non-functional aspects of
variability, including dependencies?
o How to support the derivation of products
using use cases and scenarios?
o How influences the cardinality of relationships
between variants and variation points the
dependencies between variation points?
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